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INTRODUCTION
Vaccine hesitancy, the ‘reluctance or refusal to vaccinate

Now in 2020, COVID-19 has put the topic of vaccination

despite the availability of vaccines’, was listed among the

centre-stage, with the expedited development of a COVID-19

World Health Organisation’s top ten threats to health in 2019.1

vaccine widely viewed as the only real solution to the current

In our increasingly geographically connected world, rejection

pandemic. Indeed, in a global Ipsos poll on this topic in August

of inoculation has potentially devastating and far-reaching

2020, around one in four (26%) adults globally disagreed that

effects – and what was previously seen as an isolated threat

they would take a vaccine for COVID-19 if it were available,

from the more vocal anti-vaccination groups was already being

with worry about side effects, followed by perception of

recognised as one of our greatest global concerns.

effectiveness being mentioned most frequently as reasons
for not getting a vaccine. 2
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Figure 1 If a vaccine for COVID-19 were available, I would get it
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Source: Ipsos Global Advisor, July 24 - August 7, 2020. Base: 19,519 online adults aged 16-74 across 27 countries

While it is difficult to know at this stage how attitudes

individuals’ vaccination beliefs and behaviours are formed and

towards vaccines will change over time, 78% of physicians

maintained in the first place – and where the opportunities lie

responding to our G-MED’s Global Physician Forum poll

to intervene in the interests of public health. In our view, the

anticipate higher rates of general vaccination as a result

discussion to date has been overly focused on the individual,

of COVID-19. 3 Of course, it is possible that any safety or

and often underestimates the role of cultural and political

efficacy concerns around a COVID-19 vaccine post launch

situations and other social drivers. We believe that to deal with

would also colour perceptions of vaccines overall. Only time

the issue of vaccine hesitancy we need to develop interventions

will tell.

that take social belief formation and maintenance into account.
Furthermore, by viewing vaccine decision making as something

However, with heightened coverage on the progress of COVID-19

that happens within social belief formation, it provides a framing

vaccines, one question we can usefully consider now is how

that can be applied globally to help to unpack regional nuances.
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HOW DO PEOPLE FORM BELIEFS
ABOUT VACCINATION RISK?

•

Do others in my environment believe this claim?
Checking for social consensus can sometimes
mean referring to public knowledge by polls, but

Models of Decision Making

fundamentally people are influenced by how often they
themselves have heard the claim. Familiarity gives the

Vaccination behaviour is often considered to be a question

impression that a view is widely held.
•

of individual beliefs and perceptions, typically assuming that

Is there a lot of evidence for the claim? Some will

people are rational creatures who make optimal decisions

take a speedier route to a judgment, based on how

and probabilistic judgments about their chances of being

easy it is to recall pieces of evidence from their own

affected by a particular risk.

memory – which means simple and memorable claims
will trump more complex views of reality. In today’s

In reality, most of us have busy lives and limited time to seek

society, social media content could be very easily

out information even when it’s available. So, we take mental

brought to mind when making vaccine decisions.

shortcuts which save time but can result in cognitive errors.

4

•

Does this claim match what I already believe?

Examples of such errors include over-confidence about our

When something is not consistent with what we already

ability to judge risks and omission bias whereby we prefer

think we stumble, whereas new knowledge that fits

not to act even when doing so is beneficial to us.

with our current thinking is easy to agree with (also

5

known as confirmation bias 9 ). It would therefore be
In the context of vaccines, this means that people

easier to enhance a latent worry about vaccines than to

give disproportionate weight to the harms of receiving

challenge underlying concerns.
•

vaccinations and dismiss the dangers of not receiving them.

Does the claim tell a good story? When details are
presented in a coherent story-based format, people are

Despite the focus on how these mental shortcuts can lead

more likely to believe them. A coherent story about a

to suboptimal decisions, this does not tell the full story.

child being negatively impacted by a vaccine is easily

Specifically, some shortcuts like attitudes around vaccination

told, but it is more difficult to construct a story about

safety are often closely tied to actual vaccination behaviour.

the harms avoided by vaccination.
•

Research shows that having been previously vaccinated is

Does the claim come from a credible source?

strongly linked to subsequent uptake of vaccines, both for

A source can be perceived as credible based on its

the individual and their children, and for the same and other

expertise, past behaviour or perceived motive – or, at

vaccines. The optimum scenario is to turn vaccination into

its simplest, how a person feels about the source (affect

routinised behaviour that requires less deliberate planning,

heuristic10). This may mean that views from a close

6

friend are difficult to overcome even if they diverge from

while simultaneously lowering perceptions of risk through
continued experience of vaccination without adverse effects.
A recommended vaccine schedule is one intervention that

7

the views of a healthcare professional who has expertise
but lacks the interpersonal credibility.

could initiate this positive feedback loop.
In other words, risk perceptions do not form in a social

All informational claims are
not treated equally

vacuum. Not only do people prefer to socialise with others
who share their opinions, they often prefer to consume
media that confirms their own beliefs.11

Although encouraging vaccine uptake is possible among
those who do not have strong views against them, others

It is important to remember here that even if an individual

will require convincing via informational claims about the

rejects vaccination, it doesn’t mean that health is not a key

benefits. However, all informational claims are not treated

concern for them – just that they happen to have a different

equally. When people see a claim, they typically assess

understanding of the nature of risk and what is an acceptable

its truth value by asking themselves one or more of the

threshold.12 This is especially relevant for parents who are

following questions. 8

responsible for managing their child’s risk exposure.
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They may be more likely to exercise caution given that

When a hazard is seen to put the collective identity of

deciding for someone else engages different psychological

the group in danger, this creates a tension or anxiety that

processes around risk. Vaccination may not feel like the safe

requires defending against the feeling of being threatened.

option here because people are more likely to assess a threat

People may draw on symbolic ways of thinking (images or

based on the characteristics of a hazard or danger (reinforced

metaphors) that result in the threat being conceptually split

by the evocative imagery of anti-vaccination campaigns) than

from the group identity. This can be seen in how vaccines

an objective risk like developing a disease. Furthermore,

are linked to other symbolic representations, from other

social amplification can turn an adverse event, like a negative

medical treatments like injectables to microchips. As such,

reaction to a vaccine, into a wider social disturbance.

different groups will assign different representations to

13

the hazard, depending on how much it necessitates being
symbolically split from the identity that requires protection.17
In other words, people will view vaccines through the lens
of their group attachments and the experiences of their in-

HOW ARE RISK BELIEFS
CREATED AND MAINTAINED
IN A SOCIETY?

group, which transforms the abstract notion of vaccines into
‘reality’ in the minds of those who are thinking about them.

The influence of social interactions

A socially embedded perspective

We also need to consider the influence of social interactions.
Vaccination is a fundamentally social activity because it

The most basic level of interaction happens in a one-to-one

affects the health of others as well as ourselves. Therefore,

format in social dyads such as a patient and healthcare

we need a socially embedded perspective of risk, such as

provider or parent and child, which can be influenced by past

the social representation theory (SRT) as advocated by

experiences or power dynamics.

Helene Joffe, to help us understand why and how particular
risk beliefs evolve and are maintained socially – and why

Another level of interaction is a one-to-many format, i.e.

addressing vaccine hesitancy requires interventions that take

mass media. Next, social media has brought an increased

social belief formation and maintenance into account.14

focus on the many-to-many format, which entails many
messengers broadcasting their message to many recipients.

From the SRT perspective, our judgments of risk are not

Mass and social media play an important role because they

simply a product of our mental processes – rather, they are

are often an individual’s first point of contact with a potential

guided by our social, cultural and political worldviews.15

danger – and, as we know, the media often chooses not

The worldview that we apply to danger and risk is shaped

simply to report expert knowledge of risk but to simplify and

both by others in our social sphere (e.g., friends, family,

sensationalise it by setting up debates about responsibility

community) and the broader sociocultural, historical

and blame to attract attention.18

and institutional forces present in a society. Over time,
shared perceptions become internalised in the individual’s

From here, we see the emergence of an additional level of

perceptions and become rationalisations for new events.

social influence via social networks – a web of relations and
interactions between people. As people like to self-select

One important aspect of risk perception through the SRT

who they want to spend time with, those who vaccinate

approach is that these representations are guided by

might associate more with other vaccinators19 which can

emotional responses to the hazard, which are shaped by

create a clustering of vaccination attitudes where individuals

motivations to protect one’s in-group and self-identity.

start imitating the behaviour of others.20 This can turn into

16

social contagion, where influences such as emergent social
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norms pass through various social networks and, in the case of

opinions even further. 22 However, even though a growing

vaccination, result in low vaccination coverage in a community

body of literature exists on the influence of social networks

when individuals start to imitate successful free riders.21

and preferences on health behaviour, more research is
needed to understand how these platforms influence vaccine

Some have theorised that when vaccination rejecters or

beliefs and behaviours. 23

refusers connect on social media it potentially polarises their

CONCLUSIONS
To date, much of the psychological research on
vaccination behaviour and risk perception has
been focused on the individual. However, humans
are social animals and vaccination behaviour is a
fundamentally social activity. If we want to deal
effectively with the issue of vaccine hesitancy, we
need to develop holistic interventions that also reflect
social beliefs about vaccines and vaccination.
To reflect social belief formation, this means being
sensitive to how beliefs are:
1. formed based on experiences and by
looking to others that share views
2. evolve and are maintained socially.
By considering these influences, it will help
to build a full picture of how people’s social

ecosystem, accounting for their social, cultural
and political worldviews - including how mass
media has contributed to the creation of shared
representations - shape vaccine beliefs.
This also helps us to consider how self-identities,
social interactions at every level, and the increasing
risk of social contagion through social media play a
role in augmenting and amplifying beliefs.
In short, understanding belief formation from both
individual and social perspectives will allow us to
develop effective and socially sensitive solutions to
address the rise of antivaccination attitudes around
the world. COVID-19 has had a devastating impact
worldwide, with many lives lost. If nothing else, it may
at least offer us a window of opportunity for rebuilding
understanding of and belief in the value of vaccination.
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